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Location: Faisalabad

Category: sales-and-related

have a good telephone, communication and customer service skills for a job that is so focused

on friendly and engaging customer interaction. Calls prospective customers by operating

telephone equipment, automatic dialing systems, and other telecommunications

technologies. Influences customers to buy services and merchandise by following a

prepared sales talk to give service and product information and price quotations. This is on

Commission based program.Job SpecificationThis offer is for only for Pakistani peopele who

owns a center and has 7 or more agents. Script will be provided and as well as a dialer.

Center will be offering auto insurance and will be prequalifying leads and need to transfer

it to a specialist. This program is on commission based. If you are the owner of a center or

know someone who owns a center please apply now. Outsourcing/Offshoring - Toronto,

Canada About UsHere at Advertisingtomorrow we will handle your B2B and B2C

appointment setting campaigns effectively and professionally all on a performance basis.Do

you need someone to answer your company phone or provide technical support to a

customustakbil.com asks for your consent to use your personal data to: perm_identity

Personalised ads and content, ad and content measurement, audience insights and

product development devices Store and/or access information on a device Some vendors may

process your personal data on the basis of legitimate interest, which you can object to by

managing your options below. Look for a link at the bottom of this page or in our privacy policy

where you can withdraw consent.
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